Packaging Design

Have a go at designing and colouring in some of the packaging and products below.

If you are really proud of your design, share it with us on Twitter @museumofbrands – we can’t wait to see your creations!

Design Your Own Personalised Marmite

Marmite for ...............
Design Your Own Personalised Bottle

Design a fresh new background design

Add a name or phrase

Bottle for .................
Design Your Own Personalised Toothpaste

Toothpaste for ...............
Colour your own Lego character
Fill this bottle with a new drink, and then design the packaging.
Did you know perfume has been around since 1370? Design your own scent below.
Design your own tin packaging, will it be soup, beans or hot chocolate powder?
There are many jigsaws at the Museum, try creating your own.